
MobiVisor in the health
sector 

MobiVisor in action for the management and security of
mobile devices in hospitals and nursing institutions for
easy access to patients data 



How MobiVisor helps a hospital to provide digital

patients'  records 

Challenge 
Hospitals and other institutions in the health sector are challenged with much

paperwork to record patients’ data, which is very time consuming and slows

down the work. Crucially, it also makes the tracking of care measures and

patient data more complicated and more prone to errors. 

The biggest task of the hospitals and nursing homes is to provide a digital

infrastructure to their employees that facilitates their work on one hand and

secures the patients data on the other hand. That means that all mobile

devices need to be managed accordingly. 

Solution with MobiVisor  

Most health institutions have their own app to record their patients data that

they require their employees to use on their mobile devices. 

With MobiVisor it is possible to distribute this app easily and fast to many

devices at once. 

Furthermore, MobiVisor can be set up so all apps get updated regularly

automatically. 

The hospital also decided to use the KIOSK Mode as well as White-and

Blacklists for an optimal set up of the devices: 

Employees have predefined apps that can be used and that guarantee that

patients' data isn’t in danger of getting lost anymore. This also ensures

compliance to GDPR laws. 

The hospital concerned also needed a way to provide their employees with

patients’ files in a secure manner: for this they used MobiVisor Files, a safe way

to store documents and files and to exchange them.



How MobiVisor supports a nursing institution in

their internal communication 

Challenge 

The employees of the Relm hospital have enormous difficulties with their

internal communication, having to be careful which information is shared due

to GDPR laws. This means they can’t just use common messengers like

WhatsApp. 

Employees don’t have an easy and uncomplicated way of communicating with

each other, which can slow down processes a lot. For the Relm hospital it

therefore is important to have an internal chat, as they also offer homecare

with which employees have to coordinate themselves and need access to their

patients' data from everywhere. 

The hospital has also broadened their services and offers check-ups via video

call, which is especially important if a patient is in quarantine. Particularly for

elderly people or people with a disability this service is very important. But

there are also a lot of other security guidelines which need to be followed.



Solution with MobiVisor  

With MobiVisor all insecurities regarding data safety are a thing of the past. 

For safe communication MobiVisor offers MobiVisor Messenger, which

provides a safe and encrypted alternative in comparison to common

messengers. 

The other MobiVisor expansions that are used are MobiVisor Secure Mail and

Files with which all kinds of documents and files can be sent securely. By using

these expansions, the hospital got rid of their sorrows in regards to data

security. Furthermore MobiVisor enabled all employees of the hospital to have

access to patients’ data everywhere they go. For this the hospital decided to

use MobiVisor Per-App-VPN. This also makes the virtual check-ups possible -

without risk of data leaks. 

MobiVisor is a reliable partner in the health sector!
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Do you want to know more?  

Do you have questions about how MobiVisor and our extensions work, or are

you unsure whether MobiVisor MDM fits your company and its challenges? 

We are happy to assist you with advice and support! Just contact us by phone

or e-mail. 

We would also be happy to arrange a personal presentation appointment with

you and provide you with a test environment of MobiVisor without obligation.


